First level caches are performance-critical and are therefore optimized for speed. To do so, modern processors reduce the miss ratio by using set-associative caches and optimize latency by reading all ways in parallel with the TLB and tag lookup. However, this wastes energy since only data from one way is actually used.
INTRODUCTION
Modern processors optimize L1 caches by trading energy for performance. As a result, a significant part of the processor's core power is spent in the local cache hierarchy. Intel reports that 3% -13% and 12% -45% of the core power comes from TLBs and caches, respectively [20] (Figure 1a ). Of this, 80% of the TLB and cache energy is spent in the data-array (Figure 1b ).
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Most L1 access energy is wasted reading meta-data (e.g., tags) or data that will not be used. To optimize for latency, the TLB, the tag-array and the data-array are first read in parallel, and then afterwards the correct way is selected by comparing the tags. In an 8-way set-associative cache, only one of the eight ways is actually used in the end, meaning that up to 87.5% of the energy is wasted.
However, the L1 cache is performance-critical and this energy does improve latency. In this paper, we propose a new Tag-less Cache (TLC) design that removes most of the wasted lookup energy, without sacrificing performance. More specifically, the new cache design is: 1) fast (supports high clock frequencies, and low latencies) and 2) effective (has low miss ratio). To save energy, it also: 3) minimizes the number of bits that are read and 4) allows engineers to choose a good SRAM aspect ratio (i.e., power efficient shape).
Several techniques have been proposed to reduce dataarray lookup energy. However, they come at a cost in increased latency and complexity. For example, phased caches perform the lookup in two phases. The tags are first read and compared, then only the matching way is read. This saves most of the data-array lookup energy in associative caches, but increases latency. To both save energy and minimize the effect on latency, way-prediction has been proposed [5, 22, 13, 9] . A small prediction table is typically placed in front of the cache and is used to predict the way. On a correct prediction, energy is saved and the latency remains the same, but a miss incurs extra costs in both energy and latency.
These techniques generally add extra hardware or functionality on top of an traditional cache. Instead, we propose a new cache design. Our design is based on the observation that the TLB is already consulted on every memory access to translate virtual addresses into physical addresses and to provide page protection status, etc. We therefore asked the question: Can we augment the TLB in such a way that we can remove the power inefficiency of a traditional cache?
Yes, we can save most of the energy by creating an extended TLB (eTLB) that stores extra way index information. This information consists of the way location and presence for each of the page's cache lines. A lookup in the eTLB will therefore provide information about where the cache line is located in the data-array. This enable us to: 1) eliminate extra data array reads (by determining the correct way to read from the TLB), 2) avoid tag comparisons (by eliminating the tag array), 3) filter out cache misses (by checking a presence bit in the eTLB), and 4) amortize the TLB lookup energy (by integrating it with the way information). This results in fewer reads and better SRAM aspect ratios. Moreover, the final design is fast enough to support contemporary clock frequencies and it has the same performance (miss ratio and CPI) as a standard VIPT cache.
Our TLC design reduces dynamic first level cache energy by 78% compared to a standard VIPT cache, while delivering similar performance, and handling synonyms and coherency. In this work, we focus on the L1 data cache, but the TLC design should be equally applicable to instruction caches as well.
BACKGROUND
To put our Tag-Less Cache (TLC) design in context, we compare it with standard cache organizations 1 in terms of energy and performance. We use a 32kB VIPT L1 cache (see Figure 2 ) as our baseline, and we evaluate the relative energy, performance and SRAM shape. Table 1 highlights the  differences between the cache organizations (PIPT, VIVT,  VIPT and TLC) , where VIPT has been divided into standard parallel lookup (STD), two-phase lookup (2P), and way-prediction (WP).
Energy Efficiency. A cache's energy efficiency typically depends on how many bits are read from the data-array and how much meta-data is read from the TLB and the tag-array. Phased, way-prediction and TLC reduce the dynamic read 1 PIPT (physically indexed/physically tagged), VIVT (virtually indexed/virtually tagged), VIPT (virtually indexed/physically tagged), and optimizations including parallel lookup and phased lookup. VIPT is divided into the standard parallel lookup (STD), 2-phase lookup (2P), and wayprediction (WP).
energy by only accessing one way from the data-array. In addition, TLC also reduces the amount of meta-data reads by eliminating the tag-array. VIVT on the other hand reduces TLB reads by only performing the address translation on an L1 cache miss.
Performance. There are two main components to cache performance: latency (i.e., number of cycles), and clock frequency (i.e., cycle time). The main component to the cycle time is typically the data-array, since it is much larger than the TLB and the tag-array. Phased, way-prediction, and TLC, read the right way directly (i.e., faster cycle time [5] ) at a cost in longer latency. Phased caches serialize tag and data lookups, and way-predicting caches incur extra latency at mispredictions. The TLC first reads the way information from the eTLB, but, this latency can be reduced by integrating the eTLB more closely with the data-array (Section 4.2). PIPT, on the other hand, always pays extra latency costs for serializing TLB and L1 lookups, without receiving any benefit.
SRAM Shape. The SRAM's aspect ratio (number of wordlines to bitlines) affects both performance and energy. For example, it takes 17% more energy and 26% longer to read a word from an 4:1 (wide) ratio SRAM than a 1:1 (square) SRAM. Standard set-associative caches with parallel lookups can put severe constraints on how the SRAM is shaped since all the ways are read in parallel (i.e., making it wider). For example, to support 256-bits AVX [8] aligned reads in a single access, 2048 bits must be read in an 8-way cache (i.e., 16:1 minimum aspect ratio for a 32kB cache). Phased, way-prediction, and TLC, only have to read one way from the data-array (256 bits) and can therefore support a more efficient 1:1 aspect ratio. Furthermore, caches are typically also sub-banked for more parallelism, which exacerbates this problem further by enforcing wider aspect ratios.
In short, the new TLC design pays a small penalty in latency by requiring way information from the eTLB in exchange for much better energy efficiency and SRAM flexibility.
SAVING ENERGY WITH TLC
The goal of this work is to reduce dynamic L1 cache energy. To do so, we minimize meta-data reads by removing tags and we save data-array energy by reading the correct way directly. A traditional VIPT cache does two tag lookups, one in the TLB and one in the cache. However, the second lookup is redundant. By augmenting the TLB with extra cache line location information (see Figure 3) , we can remove the cache tag lookup, and we can directly index into the data-array with the help of the extra location information from the extended TLB. In this section, we describe how the TLC works with the help of two examples, a cache hit and a cache miss. A cache tag typically answers two questions: Is my data in the cache, and, if so, where is my data located? To avoid a cache tag lookup, the extended TLB (eTLB) must be able to answer these two questions on its own. In addition, the TLB generally works at page granularity (4 kB), but, the eTLB must be able to answer where cache lines (64 B) are located.
To do so, each eTLB entry has a field containing cache line location information for all cache lines belonging to that page, called a Cache-line Location Table (CLT) . Each entry in the CLT (i.e., cache line) contains a valid bit for whether the cache line is present in the cache and way index information indicating in which way the cache line is located in (1 valid and 3 way-index bits for an 8-way cache).
The TLC design requires that all cache lines must always have an valid entry in the eTLB to ensure that they can be found by the eTLB.
Example 1: Cache Hit
A cache hit requires two steps: 1) lookup the cache line valid bit and the way index in the eTLB, and 2) read the data from the data-array.
Step 1. The eTLB is indexed and accessed like a regular TLB, with the exception that it also provides the cache line location information from the CLT. The CLT contains information for all the cache lines within a page. However, we only need the addressed cache line's way index. To access only that part of the CLT, we use the cache index bits (IDX) from the virtual address to select the correct cache line information from the CLT. This is possible since a page's cache lines are linearly mapped to different sets.
Step 2. The second step is to generate the address in the data array by combining the way index from the CLT with the set index (IDX) from the virtual address to directly index into the data-array (see point 1 and 2 in Figure 3 ). The second step does not depend on the TLB to output the page frame number since there are no tag comparisons. We only need the page frame when we write back data to next level caches. This means that we can reduce the number bits read from the TLB on cache hits by skipping the page frame (28 bits). As a result we end up reading 24 fewer bits from the eTLB compared to a standard VIPT TLB. Table 2 shows a bit-count analysis comparing a standard VIPT cache and our TLC design. By extending the TLB to an eTLB, the TLC reads fewer bits from the eTLB, removes the tag reads, and only reads one way from the data-array. This results in a 62% decrease in number of bits read 2 . Note that we do add more data to the eTLB, so the total cache size increases. However, since the new eTLB data is approximately the same size as the tag-array (which we removed), the total storage requirements increases only by 2%.
Example 2: Cache Miss
Since we have no tags, there are two ways in which we can determine that the data is not in the cache: 1) the valid bit for the cache line in the eTLB is not set, or 2) the page is not in the eTLB (i.e., TLB miss). A side effect of this is that the TLC cache implements a miss-filter for free. We can therefore conserve energy on cache misses by not reading the data-array at all. A VIPT cache will read all ways regardless whether there is a miss or not.
A cache miss is typically handled in two steps: First, we evict conflicting cache lines, and then we insert the new cache line. Both of these steps need to update the eTLB since it keeps track of what data is in the cache and where it is located. A cache miss is handled differently depending on whether: 1) the cache line is missing, but the page exist in the eTLB, or 2) both the cache line and the page are missing.
eTLB Hit. If there is a eTLB hit, but the cache line is not in the CLT, then we have a cache miss and the new line must be inserted. Before that, the cache line selected for replacement 3 must be evicted by invalidating its CLT entry in the eTLB and by writing back any dirty data to the next (a) eTLB hit and Data hit: The CPU sends a request to the cache. The request hits in the eTLB (1) and the CLT tells us that the data is in the cache and the specific way. The data is then read and sent to the CPU from the cache by combining the set index from the virtual address with the way information from the eTLB (2).
(b) eTLB Optimization using last value prediction: The request matches the last-used eTLB entry and therefore hits in the last-value eTLB register (1). This allows us to bypass the eTLB to save energy. The data is then read and sent to the CPU from the cache by combining the set index from the virtual address with the way information from the eTLB (2).
(c) eTLB hit but Data miss:
The CPU request hits in the eTLB (1), but the CLT shows that the data is not in the cache. A victim cache line is then found using LRU replacement (2). The victim cache line's eTLB entry is invalidated by following the backpointer (3). The victim cache line is then evicted to L2 (4). The missing cache line is then fetched from L2 and installed into L1 (5). Finally, the eTLB is updated to point to the inserted cache line's way.
(d) eTLB miss and replacement:
The CPU request misses in the eTLB (1). The replacement eTLB page is evicted by flushing its cache lines to L2 (2). The reverse TLB (BLT) is consulted to detect synonyms (3). The missing page is then installed by reading the address translation from the L2 TLB.
(e) External coherence request: The L2 cache is checked as normal (1) . The external request is a physical address, but the TLC cache is virtually indexed. A physical to virtual translation is done in the BLT, which also filters the accesses. (If the coherency request misses in the BLT then we do not need to check the TLC since every eTLB entry must also have an BLT entry.) The virtual address is then used to read the way information in the eTLB (3) , and the cache line data is accessed (4).
(f) Synonym optimization: An indirection is used to optimize synonym handling by having a backpointer to the BPM, which in turn points to the eTLB. This added level of indirection means that we only need to update the BPM when a synonym moves in the eTLB. level cache. To invalidate the cache line in the eTLB, its valid bit in its page's CLT is set to false.
However, since we have no tags in the cache, we can no longer identify which page (eTLB entry) a cache line belongs to by just reading the data-array. Instead, we need to find the eTLB entry to invalidate the evicted cache line. To do so, we add a backpointer (BP) to each cache line that points to the cache line's eTLB entry. The cache line is then invalidated by following the backpointer to the right eTLB entry (see point 3 in Figure 3 ). To invalidate the cache line in the CLT, we use the set index from the virtual address to index into the CLT as we did when reading (Note that the bit calculation in Table 2 include the BP field).
Once we have invalidated the replaced cache line's entry in its page's CLT, the new cache line is inserted, and the new cache line's CLT entry is updated with the way index it was inserted into. Finally, the backpointer is updated to point to the new cache line's eTLB entry.
The backpointer does add some extra space. However, it is much smaller than a tag (6 vs. 28 bits). Furthermore, the backpointer is only used during replacement, while tags are read on every cache access.
eTLB Miss. If there is a eTLB miss (hence also a cache miss), then we have to both insert the new cache line into the cache and we have to insert the new page in the eTLB. To insert the new page, we do a L2 TLB lookup or a page table walk. We let the L2 TLB handle variable sized superpages (> 4 kB), and transprently split them into eTLB-size pages at load (see Section 4.1).
However, we must also flush all the replaced page's cache lines on eTLB replacement, since all cache lines must have an valid entry in the eTLB. To do so, we walk through the replaced page's CLT in order to locate and evict all the page's cache lines before inserting the new eTLB entry and cache line (Section 4 investigates how to minimize unnecessary cache evictions due to eTLB replacement).
Summary
The new Tag-less Cache design reduces energy by reading fewer bits from the TLB, eliminating cache tag reads, and by reading only one way from the data-array. This decreases the total number of bits that are read by 62% (Table 2) compared to a VIPT cache. To accomplish this we need to ensure that each cache line always has an valid entry in the eTLB, which requires a backpointer and page flushing on page replacement.
The design presented here is a fully functional virtual cache. To be a drop-in replacement for a VIPT cache it must also handle synonyms and coherency which we discuss in Section 5. We refer to this design (including the extra functionality in Section 5) as the Basic TLC in the rest of this paper.
MAKING THE TLC FASTER
The previous section outlined the Basic TLC design and illustrated how it can be used to reduce energy consumption by eliminating tags and only reading the correct way from the data-array. Still, there are many features that can be leveraged to improve performance and to save more energy. In this section, we look at a variety of different techniques to improve 1) the effectiveness (by reducing the miss ratio through better use of the eTLB), and 2) the efficiency (by improving the communication between the eTLB and the data-array).
Cache Effectiveness (Miss Ratio)
The cache effectiveness is how likely it is that an access hits in the cache (i.e., its miss ratio). This is typically affected by capacity (cache size), conflicts (associativity), etc. In TLC, a cache line can also be evicted due to eTLB replacement. Hence, the miss ratio is also affected by the eTLB size and its replacement policy as well. The miss ratio affects performance (since a high miss ratio increases access latency) and energy (since data must be fetched from the next level caches on a miss).
To study the TLC design, we use the SPEC2006 benchmarks with reference inputs, and we simulate 32 kB caches with 8-ways associativity using a Pin-based [4] cache simulator. For more details, see Section 6.1. Figure 5 shows the absolute difference in miss ratio between Basic TLC and a VIPT cache for the 307 most prominent simulation points of all 29 SPEC2006 applications. These simulation points cover 80% of the full reference execution and are sorted by miss ratio. Note that this graph shows the full dynamic range of SPEC, and does not average together behavior within applications. This impact can be seen by examining the circled simulation points for gcc in Figure 5 . As can be seen, they span the full dynamic range and would not be accurately represented by a single average. Figure 5 shows that the miss ratio is approximately the same for 65% of SPEC's execution (Region B). In 1% (Region A), the miss ratio is actually lower for TLC compared to VIPT. Here, most of the cache lines that are evicted due to eTLB replacements are dead and will not be used again. This frees up space for new data, and we see a reduction in miss ratio. However, 34% of SPEC's execution (Region C) exhibit more cache misses from premature cache evictions due to eTLB evictions. That is, cache lines are evicted before they can be used again because their pages were evicted from the eTLB.
One way to reduce the number of cache line evictions due to eTLB replacement is to use a larger eTLB. For example, the green line (512 entry) in Figure 5 shows the absolute difference in miss ratio when using an 8× larger eTLB. With this many more entries, the miss ratio is approximately the same for 95% of SPEC's execution. However, this increases both the size and energy requirements. To improve the miss ratio without increasing energy and size, we first propose a new TLB replacement policy and then investigate different page granularities to minimize number of cache evictions.
LAD: Least Allocated Data Replacement
The goal of the new eTLB replacement policy is to minimize number of cache line evictions that are caused by eTLB replacements. To do so, we investigate a policy where the page with the Least Allocated Data (LAD) is replaced (i.e., the page that has the fewest cache lines in the cache). The amount of data in the cache for each eTLB entry can be calculated by summing the valid bits in the CLT or with a counter that is incremented when a new cache line is inserted. Table 3 shows the difference in miss ratio for the eTLB and the cache compared to VIPT, and the number of cache lines that are evicted per eTLB replacement. The Avg col- umn shows the average across all SPEC, and the C column shows the average for the worst performing simulation points (Region C in Figure 5 ). LRU TLB replacement evicts 1.88 cache lines per eTLB replacement on average (2.58 for Region C). LAD reduces number of cache line evictions to 0.74 cache lines per eTLB replacement (1.11 for Region C). However, both the eTLB and the cache miss ratio increase. The eTLB miss ratio increases because LRU handles temporal locality much better than LAD. The cache miss ratio on the other hand increases because LAD evicts pages that are about to be filled (i.e., the page is empty the first time it is used).
The LAD policy is therefore too aggressive on its own. Instead, we combine the basic LAD policy with LRU. To do so, LAD is only applied to the n least recently used pages. That is, the page with least allocated data (LAD) of the n least recently used (LRU) pages is selected for replacement. We varied n in an 8-way eTLB and found that selecting a page from the 3 least recently used pages with LAD produced the best results. This makes sure that newly loaded pages that are filling up with data stay in the cache (LRU), and that we minimize cache line evictions by evicting pages with the least data (LAD). Table 3 shows that LAD+LRU's TLB miss ratio is essentially the same as for LRU replacement. However, the cache miss ratio decreases to only 0.45% above that of VIPT (1.5% for Region C). This is a modest decrease in miss ratio, but results in 18% reduction (32% for Region C) in evicted cache lines due to eTLB replacement.
Micro-Pages (Sparse Data)
Even with LAD+LRU, the miss ratio for TLC is still 0.45 percentage points higher on average and 1.5 percentage points higher for the worst simulation points. One of the reason for this is due to the discrepancy in number of entries in the eTLB and the cache (8× more cache entries than eTLB entries). Since every cache line must have an entry in the eTLB, the eTLB can become a bottleneck for applications with large data sets and sparse access patterns. For example, if only one cache line per page is used, the cache will only hold 64 cache lines out of 512 possible cache lines. The eTLB therefore needs to have more entries so that applications with sparse access patterns can utilize the whole cache. However, increasing the number of eTLB entries increases the size of the eTLB. For example, a 512-entry eTLB with 4 kB pages requires 8× more storage (21.2 kB vs. 2.66 kB) than a 64-entry eTLB. Most of this is due to the extra cache line location information in the eTLB. Instead of naively adding more entries to the eTLB, we use micro-pages (i.e., pages smaller than 4 kB) to minimize the eTLB size when we add more entries. A micro page contains fewer cache lines and therefore needs less cache line location information. For example, a 512-entry eTLB with 512 B pages needs 1/3 as many bits as a 512-entry eTLB with 4 kB pages (see Table 4 ).
The blue line (marked Average) in Figure 6 shows the average increase in cache miss ratio compared to VIPT for different number of eTLB entries and pages sizes. As expected, the miss ratio decreases with more TLB entries and smaller pages. The miss ratio starts to level off at 512 entries. At that point, the eTLB has the same number of entries as the cache. Meaning, there is no additional benefit of using more eTLB entries for optimizing sparse access patterns.
There are two additional benefits from micro-pages. First, micro-pages have a more space-efficient page utilization if only parts of the macro-page are used (i.e., they waste less space in the eTLB). Second, micro-pages provide better data to the eTLB replacement policy since the access pattern can be different in different parts of the page (i.e., replace the right micro-page instead of the full page). Table 4 compares miss ratios and storage requirements. On average, a 512-entry eTLB with 512 B pages evicts 88% fewer cache lines due to eTLB replacement than a 64-entry eTLB with 4 kB pages. This decreases the cache miss ratio from 0.46% to only 0.02% more than VIPT (1.50% to 0.07% for Region C), which is essentially the same as VIPT.
The results from Figure 6 and Table 4 show that by using micro-pages, a TLC can achieve essentially the same cache miss ratio as a VIPT cache, while requiring only 36% as much storage as naively increasing the eTLB size. The total storage requirement increase by 16% from 35.2 kB to 40.9 kB, which will have a proportional effect on static power. To reduce this overhead, one could choose a design point with fewer eTLB entries (e.g., 256) in Figure 6 .
Micro-Pages and Super-Pages
Note that micro-pages do not require additional operating system support. They can be transparently implemented in hardware by using regular or super-pages in the L2 TLB. On an eTLB miss, the micro-page is loaded by reading the corresponding page from the L2 TLB, and generating the appropriate micro-page. This is straight forward, since the micro-page is a trivial sub-set of the page found in the L2 TLB. Table 4 shows that micro-pages also reduce the eTLB miss ratio. On average, the miss ratio is 0.07 percentage points lower than VIPT (1.15 for Region C) due to more eTLB entries. While this improves the miss ratio for most application, streaming data access patterns suffer. This happens because micro-pages need several eTLB misses to load a whole macro-page. For example, we need 8 eTLB misses to load a whole 4 kB page with 512 B micro-pages. To address this, we use a simple macro-page preloader. That is, on a eTLB miss, we load all micro-pages belonging to the same macro-page: For 512 B micro pages, we load all 8 micropages on a eTLB miss. To avoid evicting important data when preloading, the preloaded micro-page is installed into the LRU position (LAD position). It will then be evicted directly if it is not used since it has no allocated data. The row marked Preloading in Table 4 shows that macropage preloading reduces the eTLB miss ratio. This decreases the eTLB miss ratio further by 0.34 percentage points on average (0.13 for Region C). In total, the eTLB miss ratio is on average 0.41 percentage points lower than VIPT (1.28 for Region C). However, the cache miss ratio increases slightly as a result of macro-page preloading. This design point tradeoff needs to be considered when choosing the final design configuration.
Macro-page Preloading

Higher Associativity
Cache associativity is essentially free in the TLC design, since the correct way is directly found by reading the cache line location information in the eTLB. The associativity can therefore be easily increased by adding more bits to the cache line location information (i.e., log2(associativity)). However, a better encoding can be used to increase the cache associativity without increasing the TLB size by combining the valid bit with the way index (see CLT in Figure 3 ). For example, by using 0000 to indicate that the cache line is not in the cache, and 0001 to mean that the cache line is in the first way. Thus, we can represent valid and 15-ways with only 4 bits. However, this decreases the cache size from 32 kB to 30 kB, since we loose one way.
In other words, we can nearly double the associativity (from n to 2n − 1) at the cost of loosing one way of capacity. The row marked 15-ways in Table 4 shows the difference in miss ratio and storage requirements. The miss ratio for the 30 kB, 15-way cache is essentially the same as a 32 kB, 8-way cache. However, the data-array is smaller. We can therefore use a smaller data-array without affecting the miss ratio by increasing the associativity. The smaller data-array can improve the access time by 6% and the read energy by 4%. The impact of this design point is presented in Figure 12 as "TLC-15W".
Summary
Cache lines can be evicted in the new TLC design due to eTLB replacements. To minimize number of cache line evictions, we use a smarter replacement policy to evict the page with least allocated data (LAD+LRU), and we use micropages to reduce cache line evictions caused by sparse data access patterns. Micro-pages however require more storage, but it can be alleviated by using a smaller cache but with higher associativity (Table 4) , or by choosing a different micro-page configuration ( Figure 6 ). These optimizations enable the TLC to achieve the same miss ratio as a traditional VIPT cache.
While there are clearly many different design points (e.g., micro-page size, number of eTLB entries, associativity, etc), we choose a 512-entry eTLB with 512 B micro-pages and macro-page preloading, as our Optimized TLC design.
Cache Efficiency (eTLB and Cache Communication)
The TLC design requires a way index lookup in the eTLB before the data can be accessed. This increases the latency compared to a VIPT cache that can access the cache in parallel with the TLB. To reduce this added latency we investigate how micro-page sub-banking can be used to reduce communication costs between the eTLB and the cache.
Caches are typically partitioned into smaller sub-banks in order to reduce wordline and bitline delays, and to improve bandwidth if each bank can be addressed separately. The smaller the sub-bank, the shorter the wordline and the bitline delays are. However, more sub-banks increase communication costs to and from each bank due to larger H-Trees.
If we bank the eTLB and the data-array the same logical way we can access them serially. That is, the output of each eTLB bank will go directly and exclusively to the associated data bank, thereby eliminating the eTLB output H-Tree. We use this property to reduce communication costs between the eTLB and the data-array by banking both the eTLB and the data-array at micro-page granularity. This enables us to tightly integrate the eTLB with the data-array by combining the eTLB and the data-array sub-banks together. Each subbank is then addressed with the micro-page index bits from the virtual address using a single H-Tree. Figure 7 shows an overview of the sub-banking design. With micro-page sub-banking, the cache line location information is sent directly from the eTLB to the data-array without exiting the sub-bank. This lowers the latency and saves energy compared to a design where the eTLB and the data-array are banked separately, since that would require the cache line location information to be transmitted across banks. Table 5 shows the access time and read energy with 1 and 8 banks for a 32 kB, 8-way, 512 B micro-page, TLC cache using the CACTI [12] cache simulator. The Bank column shows the access time and energy per bank, and 2-HT and 1-HT columns show the total cache access time and read energy for an separately banked cache (2-HT), and an integrated banked cache (1-HT) .
The results show that the latency and the dynamic energy consumption decreases with sub-banking. The access time and energy is further reduced by integrating the eTLB and the cache together due to faster communication between the eTLB and the cache. By sending the cache line location information directly from the eTLB to the cache we reduce the latency by 7% and the read energy by 5% .
MAKING THE TLC COMPATIBLE
The Basic TLC and the Optimized TLC described so far are fully functional virtual caches. However, the goal of the TLC design is for it to be a drop-in replacement to a VIPT cache. That means, it should be possible to use the TLC design without requiring modifications to the processor core or software.
Many techniques have been proposed to deal with synonyms, homonyms and coherency in virtual caches [11, 14] , and can be applied to the TLC design. In this section, we discuss how we deal with these issues, and we propose a simple method tailored to the TLC design to handle synonyms.
Synonyms
Synonyms occur when several virtual addresses are mapped to the same physical address. This is not a problem for a VIPT cache because of the way it handles cache line replacements. In a VIPT cache, all synonyms access the same set since the cache is indexed with bits from the page offset, which are the same for virtual and physical addresses. The physical tags therefore solves the synonym problem since the replacement is handled within the set.
The TLC design on the other hand stores cache line location information in the eTLB, which needs to be updated on replacements. Since the eTLB is virtually indexed, several synonyms pointing to the same data in the cache could exist at the same time, and they could be located in different sets and ways. However, all synonyms must be updated on a cache line replacement for the cache to remain consistent. This is both energy inefficient and time consuming. Fortunately, synonyms are rarely used in practice and most cache accesses are done through a single virtual address [1] . We therefore do not allow multiple synonyms in the eTLB at the same time, which means that we only have to update one eTLB entry on a cache line replacement. To quickly find synonyms, we consult a reverse TLB (BLT) 4 . that translates physical address to virtual address. The BLT contains information for all micro-pages in the eTLB. A hit in the BLT therefore implies that a synonym exists.
To guarantee that there are no synonyms in the eTLB, we check for synonyms in the BLT during eTLB replacement and we evict the old synonym before inserting the new page into the eTLB and the BLT. The old synonym's cache line location information is simply copied to the new eTLB entry, as both pages map the same physical data (since they are synonyms).
In addition to copying the cache line location information from the old synonym to the new synonym, the cache lines' backpointers (used during replacement) must also be updated with the new eTLB location. However, that requires several cache accesses since a page can have several cache lines in the cache. To reduce number of cache access, we add a level of indirection (a backpointer map, or BPM) which allows us to update all the page's cache lines at once without accessing the cache. Figure 8 shows how we handle synonym replacements. A synonym is replaced by: 1) copying the BPM pointer and the cache line location information to the new eTLB entry for the synonym, 2) updating the BPM (indexed with BPM in the eTLB) with the new eTLB location, and 3) removing the old synonym. Note that the data is not moved, we only update the eTLB information.
To replace a cache line, its cache line location information in the eTLB is updated by first looking up the right eTLB entry in the BPM, before accessing the eTLB. This adds extra latency, but is off the critical path since its only done during a cache miss.
In summary, removing synonyms in the eTLB minimizes number of eTLB accesses during cache line replacements, and using a single level of indirection eliminates cache accesses during synonym replacements.
Homonyms
Homonyms occur when the same virtual address are mapped to different physical addresses (e.g., two applications accessing different locations in memory but through the same virtual addresses). In order to not flush the eTLB (hence the cache), on context switches, we use an Address Space ID (ASID), to separate different memory domains. This could potentially increase the storage requirements, but, most processors already implement ASIDs for hardware virtualization support, so this is unlikely to add more space in practice.
Cache Coherence
Communication with the next level caches and coherency request are typically done via physical addresses. Since we have no cache tags to search the L1 cache, all cache accesses must go through the eTLB. However, the eTLB is virtually Table 6 : Baseline processor configurations indexed while the incoming requests are based on physical addresses. To handle this, we use the reverse TLB (BLT) to translate the request's physical address to the current synonym's virtual address in the eTLB (see Figure 4e ). The coherency request is then resolved reading the way index from the eTLB. Note that extra pressure will be put on the eTLB ports, however, it is no worse than for the baseline tag-array. The BLT increases the latency for coherency requests that hit in the L1 cache. However, the reverse TLB and the L1 cache access only have to be as fast as the L2 cache lookup. Furthermore, all pages must have an entry in the BLT, and all cache lines must have an entry in the eTLB. This means that the BLT is effectively also a snoop filter. Requests can therefore be dropped if they miss in the BLT since that guarantees that the cache does not contain the data.
Summary
To make the Basic TLC and the Optimized TLC design drop-in replacements for a standard VIPT cache, they must handle synonyms, homonyms, and coherency requests. To do so efficiently, we add two new structures (a BPM and a BLT). Both structures are off the critical path, since they are only accessed during misses, and will therefore not affect the performance.
RESULTS
The previous section explored different design decisions for minimizing cache line evictions due to eTLB replacements, compatibility with VIPT caches and better communication between the eTLB and the data-array. In this section, we finalize the TLC design and evaluate performance and energy.
Methodology
We used the Gem5 x86 simulator [3] to evaluate the performance. Table 6 shows the baseline configurations. To better understand the performance impact, we evaluate two different configurations. A small, simple, out-of-order core (little) and an aggressive out-of-order core (big) with a deeper cache hierarchy. The little core runs at 2 GHz, has a 2 level cache hierarchy, and targets mobile devices. The big core runs at 4 GHz, has a 3 level cache hierarchy, and is representative of high-end server processors.
To evaluate the TLC, we used the SPEC2006 [7] benchmarks with reference input. We used a phase detection tool [17] to find the largest phases [19] in each benchmark. Each phase was then simulated for 100 M instructions, and the results were scaled with the length of each phase 5 . We used the CACTI 6.5 [12, 10] cache simulator with a 22 nm process to compute access times and energy. We used one read-write port, high-performance transistors for first level caches and low static power transistors for second level caches, and we optimized for access times. For the CACTI studies, we also show results for 4-way, 16 kB with 32-entry TLBs and 16-way, 64 kB with 128-entry TLBs caches. The associativity is different since the cache size is a function of associativity in VIPT caches (i.e., cache size = associativity × page size). However, we focus the evaluation on the 32 kB caches we have studied throughout the paper.
We compare the TLC design with a standard VIPT cache with parallel lookup (VIPT) and a phased VIPT cache with 2-phase lookup (VIPT-2P). The TLC design has three versions, Basic TLC, Optimized TLC, and TLC-LV. The Basic TLC has none of the optimizations from the previous sections. The Optimized TLC uses LAD+LRU replacement, 512 B micro-pages, macro-page preloading, and micro-page sub-banking. Note that we only use micro-page sub-banking for better communication between the eTLB and data-array. Both TLC and VIPT support the same number of concurrent accesses. TLC-LV is the same as Optimized TLC but includes the last-value page-prediction discussed later in Section 8 that bypasses the eTLB for reduced energy on a lastvalue hit. Figure 9 shows access time breakdowns for the different caches. Overall, VIPT has the lowest latency since the access time is only due to the data-array. VIPT-2P's TLB component shrinks with larger caches. At 16 kB and 32 kB, the tag-array has to wait for the TLB translation before it can proceed with the tag comparison. However, at 64 kB, the TLB is fast enough to send the address translation to the tag-array before the tags arrive to the tag-comparator. The access times is therefore bound only by the tag-array and the data-array at 64 kB.
Access Time
The Basic TLC is faster than VIPT-2P at 16 kB and 32 kB caches, but slightly slower at 64 kB. The eTLB grows faster in size with more entries than VIPT-2P's tag-array. This eventually results in a longer access time at 64 kB, since the number of TLB entries are also doubled when the cache size is increased.
The access time is lower for the Optimized TLC than the Basic TLC. This is due to micro-page sub-banking, which reduces bitline and wordline delays, and communication delays between the eTLB and the data-array. However, a large fraction of the access time is now spent in the micro-page subbanking H-Tree (Note that the internal H-Tree for CACTI's sub-banking is included in the Data latency). Figure 9 shows that all the caches are fast enough to support a one cycle access latency for a 4 GHz processor with 32 kB cache sizes. We therefore use a 4 cycle latency (including address calculations, etc.) for all caches in the performance simulations. The performance results therefore depend only on the cache miss ratio, since the hit access time remains the same. Note that VIPT-2P is assumed to have the same miss ratio as VIPT, and TLC-LV the same miss ratio as Optimized TLC. We therefore only show results for VIPT, Basic TLC and Optimized TLC. Figure 10 shows the relative CPI difference in percent compared to a VIPT cache for SPEC's execution as a percentage of execution time across all SPEC benchmarks. The Basic TLC has a higher cache miss ratio since it evicts more cache lines due to eTLB replacements. The little core has a smaller reorder buffer and can not hide the misses as well as the big core, resulting in a average slowdown of 0.75% on the little core but a speedup of 0.14% on the big core.
Performance
The leftmost part of the big core's CPI curve shows a noticeable speedup (9.6%). This is probably due to evicting dead cache lines early, and having more out-of-order execution and memory level parallelism. This highlights the importance of evaluating different core types (big vs. little).
The Optimized TLC reduces the number of cache misses by using a smarter eTLB replacement policy that evicts less data, and by using micro-pages with more eTLB entries for handling sparse access patterns. This removes nearly all performance differences, and we see a flat line across whole SPEC. In addition, is also has a lower eTLB miss ratio and we see a slight speedup by 0.12% (little) and 0.11% (big) on average. This shows that by applying these techniques, we can achieve the same or better performance than a VIPT cache. Figure 11 shows the read hit energy. VIPT consumes most energy since it reads all ways. VIPT-2P reduces the energy by 37% by only reading one way from the data-array. However, the TLB and tag-array energy remains the same. The Basic TLC stores the cache line location information in the eTLB and can therefore eliminate the tag-array. However, the TLB energy increases slightly since the eTLB store more information, but the total energy is still lower than the phased VIPT-2P and 42% lower than parallel VIPT.
Read Energy
The Optimized TLC reduces the read energy further down to 52% of VIPT by decreasing bitline and wordline energy, and by reducing communication costs between the eTLB and the data-array with micro-page sub-banking. However, a large part of the energy is now due to the H-Tree (CACTI's internal sub-bank H-Tree for the data arrays is included in the Data part).
For the other two cache sizes, the energy is reduced by 30% for the 16 kB cache, since it is smaller and has less assosiativity, and by 69% for the 64 kB cache, due to larger size and higher associativity.
Note that this analysis is conservative. We only read a word (64 bits) from the cache. Many processors support load operations (e.g., SSE [8] ) that load several words from a cache line. Such a design would increase the energy difference since the TLC design would read even fewer bits compared to a parallel VIPT cache. Figure 12 shows the aggregate dynamic runtime energy (i.e., number of reads and writes multiplied by the read and write energy for each cache structure) across SPEC. The energy is normalized to a parallel VIPT cache. The figure does not include L3 energy since it is similar for both VIPT and TLC. TLC's energy has been broken down further into sub-components. The L2 cache contributes more to the little core's energy since it is larger than the big core's L2 cache.
Runtime Energy
Most energy is spent in the micro-page sub-bank H-Tree (43% little and 45% big), followed by the data-array (22% little and 23% big) and the eTLB (17% little and big). Some applications have noticeable higher BLT energy, due to more eTLB misses and macro-page preloading (since the BLT needs to be access 8 times on every eTLB miss to detect synonyms).
The rightmost applications (at 98-100%, e.g., mcf) have very high TLB miss ratios and still evict many L1 cache lines due to eTLB replacements. This in turn results in more L2 accesses, and we see an increase in both BLT and L2 energy.
The Optimized TLC reduces the dynamic runtime energy more than phased VIPT-2P on average. In total, the energy is reduced by 78.1% down to 21.9% of a VIPT cache on both the little and big cores. This is significantly more than the reduction in read hit energy in Figure 11 , and is largely due to not reading the cache on misses. Figure 12 : Dynamic runtime energy normalized to parallel VIPT.
Summary
The results show that the TLC design is: 1) fast enough to support clock frequencies beyond 4 GHz, 2) can achieve the same performance (miss ratio and CPI) as a traditional VIPT cache, and 3) uses 78% less dynamic runtime energy than a VIPT cache.
RELATED WORK
In this section we look at related work on how to minimize number of bit-reads, and how cache lines can be tracked through course-grained data structures.
Course-grained tracking. The idea of tracking cache lines through courser grained data structures (e.g., a page) is not new. Zebchuk et al. [21] use a Region Vector Array (similar to our eTLB), to locate where cache lines are located in the L2 cache, to reduce tag area, eliminate snoops and for prefetching.
In contrast to our their work, we focus on how coursegrained tracking can be applied to first level caches, and how any accompanying issues (e.g., virtual addresses, synonyms, etc) can be solved. Moreover, the key benefit and goal of our work is lower dynamic energy, which is much larger for L1 caches than L2/L3 caches, due to L1 filtering.
Pseudo-associative caches. Most of the data-array energy in a parallel VIPT cache is due to reading all ways. One way to reduce the energy is to simply use fewer ways. However, that typically decreases performance by incurring more cache misses. A significant amount of work has addressed this issue by adding pseudo-associativity on top of direct-mapped or low-associative caches [18, 6, 15, 16] . That is, the cache behaves like it has more associativity than it actually has. This is typically done by using different hashing functions for different ways or sets and by combining it with the ability to move cache lines between sets instead of evicting them.
However, these techniques are limited to physically indexed caches (e.g., PIPT, and last level caches), since the associativity typically determines the L1 cache size for virtually indexed caches such as VIPT and TLC (i.e., cache size = associativity * page size). This makes it hard to reduce the associativity without reducing the cache size.
TLB optimizations. Much work has also focused on reducing the TLB energy by using virtual caches (e.g., VIVT). The TLB is then only accessed on L1 cache misses. However, this typically introduces problems with synonyms etc. To deal with this, various software [11] and hardware [14, 1] techniques have been proposed. Instead of reducing the TLB energy, we amortizes the TLB energy by using some of that energy to reduce the data-array energy and to remove the tag-array.
Way-prediction. Way-prediction is used to reduce dataarray energy by predicting which way to read [5, 2, 13, 9] . On a correct prediction, only the correct way is read. However, miss-predictions incur extra energy and latency. To predict the correct way, cache line location information is cached in a separate prediction table. A prediction is then made by looking up the right way in the table. However, the prediction must be made before the effective address is known. To do so, it must base the prediction on information from earlier pipeline stages (e.g., program counter).
Way-prediction is complementary to our work and we can use it to reduce parts of the latency and energy. However, we already know which way a cache line is located in by reading the cache line location information in the eTLB, so there is no benefit in predicting cache lines. We demonstrate how to leverage prediction to reduce the eTLB's latency and energy in the next section.
FURTHER TLC OPTIMIZATIONS
The TLC design requires a way index lookup in the eTLB before the data can be accessed. To save more energy (and potentially reduce the latency), we can predict the eTLB entry with the techniques from way-prediction. However, there are two downsides to this. First, the prediction table wastes energy since it is read on every memory access, and it needs to be updated on miss predictions. Second, the processor's core pipeline must be integrated with the cache to provide information from earlier pipeline stages.
Instead, we propose a simple last-value predictor that has similar accuracy, but is more energy efficient and much easier to implement. A last-value register is added to the design, which holds the last accessed page's cache line location information (CLT + tag + permission bits) in each bank. This allow us to bypass the eTLB whenever the same page is used again, which eliminates eTLB read energy and latency. Furthermore, we can handle several different access streams if they access different banks. For example, up to 8 access streams for an 8-bank eTLB. Figure 13 shows the prediction accuracy. The two horizontal lines shows the accuracy for last page prediction (LVPage) and last cache-line prediction (LV-CL). These structures use one register per bank and do therefore not have a table size parameter. The results show that a simple lastvalue page prediction has the same accuracy as a 512 entries PC-based way-predictor. However, it is more energy efficient (no prediction table reads and fewer eTLB reads) and much easier to implement. Overall, predicting the page is better than predicting the way due to spatial locality.
The TLC-LV bars in the results section show the result for a TLC with last-value eTLB prediction. We only use this technique for reducing the eTLB energy to avoid complications with variable access times. The results show that TLC-LV is slightly slower than TLC in Figure 9 because it has to first check if the eTLB can be bypassed. However, it reduces the energy beyond the Optimized TLC as seen in Figure 12 .
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have presented a new Tag-less Cache (TLC) design. It augments the TLB with extra way index information, thereby enabling us to: 1) eliminate extra dataarray reads, 2) eliminate the tag-array), 3) filter out cache misses, and 4) amortize the TLB lookup energy.
Several performance and energy improvements were proposed and evaluated in order improve the effectiveness by reducing number of cache line evictions due to eTLB replacements, and to improve the efficiency by reducing the communication cost between the eTLB and the data-array. Finally, a simple, yet effective, last-value page predictor was proposed to reduce eTLB energy further. The TLC design efficiently handles synonyms and coherency in order to make it a drop-in replacement for a standard VIPT cache. The final results show that the TLC design can reduce the dynamic energy by 78% without affecting performance (CPI and miss ratio).
